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Joyce and Modernist Latinity
Abstract
For at least the past couple of hundred years, ancient Greece - by which I mean Greek literature, Greek
studies, Greek philosophy, and especially the Greek language - has generally held a position of greater
prestige in Western culture than has any of the Latin or Roman counterparts. This may be truer in some
national cultures than in others. Whether it is generally the case in those nations where romance
languages are spoken I would not say. In Germany it seems certainly to have been true for a long time, but
that is not the subject of this paper. My concern is with the Anglophone world, which is itself not
monolithic; but in respect of attitudes towards Greece and Rome, the prevailing trends have long been
similar in British and American culture and in colonial cultures as well. This situation is sometimes
explained as a product of the Romantic movement at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
and cultural historians have amply documented the Romantic fascination with things Greek. During much
of the time since, even if the Romans have had their advocates, many have expressed the opinion or have
simply assumed that Greek literature, Greek art, and even the Greek language, are simply more beautiful,
in an intrinsic sense, than their Latin and Roman counterparts.
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CHAPTER 4

Joyce and modernist Latinity
Joseph Farrell

For at least the past couple of hundred years, ancient Greece - by which
I mean Greek literature, Greek studies, Greek philosophy, and especially
the Greek language - has generally held a position of greater prestige in
Western culture than has any of the Latin or Roman counterparts. This may
be truer in some national cultures than in others. Whether it is generally
the case in those nations where romance languages are spoken I would not
say. In Germany it seems certainly to have been true for a long time, but
that is not the subject of this paper. 1 My concern is with the Anglophone
world, which is itself not monolithic; but in respect of attitudes towards
Greece and Rome, the prevailing trends have long been similar in British
and American culture and in colonial cultures as well. This situation is
sometimes explained as a product of the Romantic movement at the turn
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and cultural historians have
amply documented the Romantic fascination with things Greek. 2 During
much of the time since, even if the Romans have had their advocates, many
have expressed the opinion or have simply assumed that Greek literature,
Greek art, and even the Greek language, are simply more beautiful, in an
intrinsic sense, than their Latin and Roman counterparts. 3
1

The literature on this phenomenon is too vast even to summarize here. See, for example, Hildebrand
"Hellas und Wilamowitz"; Janicaud, Hegel et le desti11 tie !tz Grcce; Seidensticker and Vohler (eds.),

2

Another enormous area; sec for instance Jenkyns, The Victori,rm 111111 A11cie11t Gnwe; Hermand and
Holub, Heinrich Heine, l'l1e Romantic School and Other Esst1)'S; Wallace, Shelley 11ml Greece; Giithenke,

Urgeschichten tier Motleme.

Placing Modern Greece.

J For the most part, Roman art and literature have been regarded as derivative Greek models and there
1

fore as inferior. The articles on "Greekart/ "Roman art," "Greek literature," and "Latin literature" in

the nth edition of the E11cyclopedi11 Brit11n11im provide a convenient overview ofmainstream opinion
just before the dawn of the Modernist period. As of this writing, the issue of originality vs. deriva
tiveness is being actively rethought by specialists, but it is not clear that traditional attitudes have
changed all that much among the broader community of interested parties. The Wikipedia entry
on "Roman art," for instance, begins thus: "While the traditional view of Roman artists is that they
often borrowed from, and copied Greek precedents (much of the Greek sculpture known today is
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